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Abstract 
It is shown that the energy of a mode of a classical chaotic field, following the continuous 
exponential distribution as a classical random variable, can be uniquely decomposed into a 
sum of its fractional part and of its integer part. The integer part is a discrete random variable 
whose distribution is just the Bose distribution yielding the Planck’s law of black-body 
radiation. The fractional part – as we call it – is the “dark part” with a continuous distribution, 
which is, of course, not observed in the experiments. It is proved that the Planck-Bose 
distribution is infinitely divisible, and the irreducible decomposition of it is given. The Planck 
variable can be decomposed into an infinite sum of independent binary random variables 
representing the “binary photons” – more accurately photo-molecules or multiplets – of 
energy 2shν  with s = 0, 1, 2, … . These binary photons follow the Fermi statistics. 
Consequently the black-body radiation can be viewed as a mixture of thermodynamically 
independent fermion gases consisting of “binary photons”. The binary photons give a natural 
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tool for the dyadic expansion of an arbitrary (but not coherent) ordinary photon excitations. It 
is shown that the binary photons have wave-particle fluctuations of fermions. These 
fluctuations combine to give the wave-particle fluctuations of the original bosonic photons, 
expressed by Einstein’s fluctuation formula.  
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1. Introduction 
The concept of energy quanta has long been introduced by Boltzmann [1] in 1877, when he 
calculated the number of distributions of them among the molecules of an ideal gas being in 
thermal equilibrium. He considered these discrete indistinguishable energy elements as mere a 
mathematical tool in his combinatorial analysis, and was able to show that the “permutability 
measure” found this way can be identified with the entropy. A similar idea was used by 
Planck [2] in 1900 when he, besides deriving the correct spectrum of black-body radiation, 
discovered the new universal constant, the elementary quantum of action 
sec10626.6 27 ⋅×= − ergh . The study of black-body radiation has played a crucial role in the 
development of quantum physics, and still today it is an important element in many branches 
of investigations (see for instance the analysis of thermal noise in communication channels or 
the role of the cosmic microwave background radiation played in cosmological physics). One 
would think that not much new can be said about the nature of black-body radiation which has 
a well-established theoretical foundation in modern physics. In the present paper we hope to 
show that there are still some aspects of this subject which may be worth to explore. Our 
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analysis is not conventional in the sense that it relies exclusively on classical probability 
theory, and does not use field quantization in the modern sense. In this respect the paper is 
written in the spirit of the early investigations by Planck, Einstein and others, but the basic 
results to be presented here are based on modern probability theory, which was born at the 
beginning of the thirties, so it had not been at disposal at the time of Planck’s original 
investigations. In order to put our results into a proper perspective, we think, it is worth to 
give a brief overview of the basic facts and ideas concerning the theory of black-body 
radiation.  
Planck expressed the spectral energy density (the fraction of energy per unit volume in the 
spectral range ),( ννν d+ ) of the black-body radiation as νν πν Ucu )/8( 32= , where νU  
denotes the average energy of one Hertzian oscillator being in thermal equilibrium with the 
radiation. Let us remark that the first factor 32 /8 cZ πνν = , which came out from the 
dynamics of the Hertzian oscillator in Planck’s analysis, is, on the other hand, nothing else but 
the spectral mode density of the radiation field enclosed in a Hohlraum, in a cavity bounded 
by perfectly reflecting walls. So νν dVZ  is the number of modes in the volume V  in the 
spectral range ),( ννν d+ . Planck calculated the entropy of the oscillator system by using 
combinatorial analysis, where he wrote down the total energy of the oscillators as an integer 
multiple of an energy element 0ε . Then, by taking Wien’s displacement law into account 
(according to which νu  must be of the form )/(
3 TFu ννν = , where F  is an universal 
function), he concluded that the energy element must be proportional to the frequency of the 
spectral component under discussion, i.e. νε h=0 . The factor of proportionality is now called 
Planck’s constant. The well-known Planck formula for the spectral energy density so obtained 
reads 
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where c  denotes the velocity of light in vacuo, Kergk /10831.1 16−×=  is the Boltzmann 
constant and T  is the absolut temperature. This formula was in complete accord with the 
precise experimental results by  Pringsheim and Lummer [3], in the short wavelength regime, 
and by  Rubens and Kurlbaum [4] in the long wavelength regime. It is remarkable that, on the 
basis of the four universal constants c , k , h  and G  (the latter being Newton’s gravitational 
constant), as Planck realized, it is possible to introduce the natural system of units of length 
( cmcGlP
333 10616.1/ −×== h ), time ( sclt PP 4410392.5/ −×== ), mass 
( gGcmP
510176.2/ −×== h ) and temperature ( KkcmT PP 322 10417.1/ ×== ). We have 
used the modern notation π2/h=h , and the nowadays available experimental values of the 
universal constants. Let us remark here that the black-body radiation and Planck’s formula 
has received a renewed interest and importance since 1965, when Penzias and Wilson 
discovered the cosmic microwave background radiation, which is one of the main witnesses 
of the big bang theory of the universe [5]. The spectrum of this K004.0728.2 ±  black-body 
radiation measured in the FIRAS experiment by the COBE satellite [5], fits excellently well to 
Planck’s formula. They say that such a perfect agreement has not been obtained so far in 
laboratory experiments using artificial black-bodies.  
In 1905 Einstein introduced the concept of light quanta (photons) [6] on the basis of a 
thermodynamical analysis of the entropy of black-body radiation in the Wien limit of Planck’s 
formula, 
kTheh
c
UZTu /3
28),( ννν νπνρν −⋅≡′′=′′≈      ( 1/ >>kThν ). 
On passing, we may safely state that all the other later results by Einstein concerning photons 
were exclusively based on the study of black-body radiation (see e.g. Refs. [7] and [8]). 
Einstein noted in 1907 [7] that the correct average energy νU  of one oscillator obtained by 
Planck can be calculated from the Boltzmann distribution by using the replacement  
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Here one has to keep in mind that the energy integral originally comes from a two-
dimensional phase-space integral ( dEdpdq → ) of the one-dimensional oscillator. (In higher 
dimensions the density of states is not constant, as here.)  It is clear that the above 
replacement corrensponds to restrict the integrations in relatively very narrow ranges of the 
energy around the integer multiples of the energy quantum 0ε . Roughly speaking, we obtain 
the Planck factor if take the “integer part of the Boltzmann distribution”. Without this 
discretization we obtain kTU =′ν  (which expresses the equipartition of energy), and we end 
up with the Rayleigh-Jeans formula, 
kT
c
UZTu 3
28),( πνρν νν =′=′≈      ( 1/ <<kThν ), 
which otherwise can also be derived from the Planck formula in the limit of large radiation 
densities, as is indicated after the above equation. Einstein’s hypoteses on light quanta 
received a new support in 1909 by the famous fluctuation formula [8], which contains both 
particle-like and wave-like fluctuation of the energy of black-body radiation occupying a sub-
volume of the Hohlraum. This was the first mathematically precise formulation of the wave-
particle duality. After Bohr’s atom model had appeared, Einstein showed in 1917 [9] that the 
Planck formula can be obtained from a “reaction kinetic” consideration in which one takes 
into account the detailed balance of spontaneous and induced emission and the absorption 
processes of material systems with discrete energy levels being in thermal equilibrium with 
the radiation. 
In 1910 Debye reconsidered the problem of the spectrum of black-body radiation on a 
completely different basis [10], namely he left out of discussion Planck’s resonators, and he 
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directly applied the combinatorial analysis and the entropy maximization procedure to the 
energies of the normal modes themselves, and in this way he was able to derive the correct 
(Planck) formula. Later Wolfke [11] and Bothe [12] showed that the black-body radiation is 
equivalent to a mixture of infinitely many thermodinamically independent classical gases 
consisting of so-called “photo-molecules” (or photo-multiplets) of energies νh , νh2 , νh3 , 
and so on. This approach and some historical aspects to be outlined shortly below have been 
discussed in detail in our recent paper [22].  
In 1911 Natanson [13] used again Boltzmann’s original method to find the most probable 
distribution of energy quanta on energy “receptacles” (which may mean either Planck’s 
resonators (or other ponderable material particles) or cavity normal modes (phase-space 
cells)) and derived the correct equilibrium (Bose) distribution. The same method was 
rediscovered by Bose 13 years later in his famous derivation of Planck’s law of black-body 
radiation [14]. The new statistics was first applied to an ideal gas by Einstein [15], and the 
existence of Bose-Einstein condensation was predicted in [16]. It is interesting to note that 
Natanson’s general formulae obtained by Boltzmann’s original method, can directly be 
applied to particles whose occupation numbers are restricted by the Pauli exlusion principle. 
From the point of view of real physical consequences, this case was first studied by Fermi 
[17] in 1926. An alternative “reaction kinetic” derivation of the Fermi distribution was given 
one year later by Ornstein and Kramers [18]. 
Concerning the general theory of black-body radiation we refer the reader to the classic book 
by Planck [19]. For further details on the development of the black-body theory and the 
concept of energy quanta, see Ref. [20], and, in particular, the very thoroughly written book 
by Kuhn [21]. In our recent work [22] a historical overview concerning Einstein’s fluctuation 
formula can be found, and some results to be presented below have also been briefly outlined 
there in a different context. 
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In 1932 Schweikert  realized [23] that the Planck factor can be derived from the Boltzmann 
distribution without any appearent discretization, 
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According to Schweikert, the above formula corresponds to the physical picture, that only 
those oscillators (atoms) contribute to the thermal radiation (at a particular frequency ν ) 
whose energies are above the threshold value νε h=0 . On the other hand, Schweikert argued 
that, on the ground of classical statistics, it cannot be seen why should one use a difference of 
two mean values (namely νU ′  and  νU ′′′ ), instead, why not to directly subtract the 
contributions coming from the lower energies ( 00 ε<< E ), and use the original 
normalization factor, i.e. 
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The spectral energy density ννν UZTu ~),(~ =  obtained on the basis of the above “average” 
energy νU
~  interpolates between the Rayleigh-Jeans and the Wien formulae, but, needless to 
say, it is not that accurate, as the exact Planck formula. Nevertheless, Schweikert favoured his 
new radiation formula to that of Planck, because the former one was derived from the 
continuous Boltzmann distribution and no additional assumption on the quantization of 
energy was needed. He argued that further and more accurate experimental data were needed 
to check which of the two formulae corresponds better to reality. After all, in the mid-thirties 
of the last century, concerning direct measurements of the black-body spectrum, this view 
could not have been thought to be completely unjustified.  
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The moral for us from Schweikert’s analysis is that if one substracts from the average energy 
( νU ′ ), coming from the complete Boltzmann distribution, the average ( νU ′′′ ) coming from the 
range of the fraction of 0ε , i.e. from the interval 00 ε<< E , then one receives the correct 
Planck factor. After all, this conclusion is in accord with Einstein’s observation, according to 
which the integer part of the energy determines the spectrum. In the forthcoming sections we 
will show that there can be much more said about the division of the Boltzmann distribution, 
namely, not only at the level of expectation values, but at the level of the distribution itself. 
We will show that it is possible to divide this distribution into the product of the distributions 
of its (irreducible) fractional part and of its integer part, the latter being the Planck-Bose 
distribution. The Planck-Bose distribution deduced in such a way can be further decomposed 
into a product of irreducible distributions corresponding to binary variables (“binary 
photons”, as we propose to call them), which have fermionic character. In this way, the 
original Gauss random variables characterizing the field amplitudes of the black-body 
radiation (from which we derive the Gauss variable) at a given frequency, are uniqely 
decomposed into a sum of irreducible variables which cannot be divided any further. We 
emphasize that throughout the paper we do not need the explicite use of Planck’s resonators or 
any other material agents being in thermal equilibrium with the radiation. We merely assume 
that the radiation consist of independent modes of spectral mode density νZ  given above, and 
we consider one of these modes whose (two independent) amplitudes (according to the 
concept of “molecular disorder” and to the central limit theorem) are assumed to follow the 
(completely chaotic) Gauss distribution.   
In section 2 we derive the Rayleigh-Jeans formula from the central limit theorem of classical 
probability theory. This section also serves as an introduction of our basic notations and the 
philosophy of the present paper. In Section 3 and 4 it is shown that the energy of a mode of a 
classical chaotic field, following the continuous exponential distribution as a classical random 
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variable, can be uniquely decomposed into a sum of its fractional part and of its integer part. 
The integer part is a discrete random variable whose distribution is just the Planck-Bose 
distribution yielding the Planck’s law of black-body radiation. The fractional part – as we call 
it – is the “dark part” with a continuous distribution, is, of course, not observed in the 
experiments. In Section 5 it is proved that the Planck-Bose distribution is infinitely divisible. 
The Planck variable can be decomposed into an infinite sum of independent binary random 
variables representing the “binary photons” – more accurately photo-molecules or multiplets – 
of energy 2shν  with s = 0, 1, 2, … . These binary photons follow the Fermi statistics. 
Consequently the black-body radiation can be viewed as a mixture of thermodynamically 
independent fermion gases consisting of binary photons. In section 6 a short summary closes 
our paper. 
 
2. Derivation of the Rayleigh-Jeans formula from the central limit theorem 
In classical physics the black-body radiation, a radiation being in thermal equilibrium in a 
Hohlraum (a cavity with perfectly reflecting walls at absolute temperature T) is considered as 
a chaotic electromagnetic radiation. The average spatial distribution of such a stationary 
radiation is homogeneous and isotropic and the electric field strength and the magnetic 
induction of its spectral components have completely random amplitudes which are built up 
of infinitely many independent infinitesimal contributions. In this description the electric field 
strength and the magnetic induction of a mode (characterized by its frequency ν , wave vector 
and polarization) of the thermal radiation (in a small spatial region) are proportional with the 
random process 
])2cos[()2sin()2cos()( 22 θπνπνπνν −+=+= taatatata scsc ,   )arg( sc iaa +=θ               (1) 
where ca  and sa  are independent random variables. According to the central limit theorem of 
classical probability theory – under quite general conditions satisfied by the otherwise 
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arbitrary distributions of the mentioned infinitesimal amplitude elements – the asympthotic 
probability distributions of the resultant amplitudes necessarily approach Gaussian 
distributions expressed by the error function )(xΦ . The first precise formulation of this 
theorem is due to Lindenberg [27]. For our purposes here a theorem on the limit behaviour of 
probability density functions due to Gnedenko suits better (see e. g. Ref. [27], p.370). Let 
nk aaa ,...,,...,1  and nk aaa ′′′ ,...,,...,1  be completely independent random variables of the same 
probability density function f  with zero expectation values and of a common finite variance 
2a . Then the probability density functions nf  of the  normalized superpositions 
)/()......(/),/()......(/ 11 naaaaaanaaaaaa nksnnkcn ′++′++′=++++=                      (2)  
go over to Gaussian probability densities in the  limit ∞→n ,  
dxxdxxfdxxaaxP ncn )2/exp()2()()/(
22/1 −→=+<≤ −π ,                                                 (3) 
and a similar relation for the sine component aasn / . Hence the amplitudes ca  and sa  in Eq. 
(1) may be considered as independent Gaussian random variables, i.e. 
( ) ( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ −⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ −==
+<≤+<≤=+<≤+<≤
dpap
a
dqaq
a
dppfdqqf
dppapPdqqaqPdppapdqqaqP
sc
scsc
2222 2/exp
2
12/exp
2
1])(][)([
)()(),(
ππ
.                    (4) 
The physical meaning of the parameter a  can be obtained by requireing that the average 
spectral energy density νu  be equal to the product of the spectral mode density 
32 /8 cZ πνν =  and the average energy ε  of  one mode, i.e. εππ ννν Zatau === 8/8/)( 22 ,                           
where νν du  gives the energy of the chaotic radiation per unit volume in the spectral range 
),( ννν d+ . By introducing the mode energy E  as a classical random variable by the 
definition EZaa sc νπ =+ 16/)( 22 , the joint probability given by Eq. (4) can be expressed in 
terms of the new “action-angle variables” ( πε ν 16/)( 22 Zpq +=  and )arg( ipq +=ϑ ) : 
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( ) ( )[ ]( )πϑεεεεϑϑθϑεεε 2//exp/1)()(
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dddPdEP
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.                               (5) 
According to Eq. (5) the energy of each mode of the chaotic field is an exponential 
(Boltzmann) random variable, and the phases are distributed uniformly. 
From the point of view of our analysis, it is crutial to introduce two independent energy 
parameters 0ε  and ε  (containing two different universal constants, namely the Planck 
constant and the Boltzmann constant) with the help of which we define the dimensionless 
energy variables and their probability density distributions. First we introduce the scaled 
energy 0/ εη E≡  of a mode of the chaotic field and the parameter εεβ /0= , and henceforth 
we shall call η  as Gauss variable (because, though it satisfies the (two-dimensional) 
Boltzmann distribution, it stems originally from the Gaussian chaotic amplitudes). By taking 
Eq. (5) into account the dimensionless probability density function )(yfη  of η  and its 
expectation value are given by the relations 
dyyfdyyyP )()( ηη =+<≤ ,  yeyf βη β −=)( ,  )0( ∞<≤ y ,                                                (6) 
εεε
εηεεεβη ηη ==≡→≡=≡ ∫
∞
)/()/(
11)(
0
0
0
00
Eyydyf .                                                     (7) 
According to Boltzmann’s principle, the entropy ηS  of a chaotic mode is given as 
)/log()log()log1()(log)()( 0
0
εηβ ηηηηη eEkekkdyyfyfkES ==−=−≡ ∫∞ ,      εη =E ,     (8) 
where Kergk /10381.1 16−×= denotes the Boltzmann constant. From the fundamental relation 
TES /1/ =∂∂  of phenomenological thermodynamics (by taking into account that 
βηη kS =∂∂ / ) we obtain 
222 //,/1/ ηηηηηη ε EkESkTETES −=∂∂==→=∂∂ .                                                   (9) 
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In this way we have got closer to the physical meaning of the parameter β , namely we have 
kT/0εβ = . The second equation kTE == εη  in Eq. (9) expresses the equipartition of 
energy, which means in the present case that the average energy of the modes are the same, 
regardless of their frequencies, propagation direction and polarization. We may say that 
2/kT  energy falls on average to each quadratic term of the radiant energy of each mode. If 
we multiply the average energy kT  of one mode with the spectral mode density νZ  then we 
obtain the spectral energy density kTcTuu JR )/8(),( 32πννρν ==′= − , which is called the 
Rayleigh-Jeans formula. It describes quite well the experimental results for low frequencies, 
but for large frequencies it diverges (this artefact has been termed as “ultraviolet 
catastrophe”). From Eq. (6) the variance of η  is simply determined, 
  22
222
0
2 1))(( ηβηηηη η ==−=−≡∆ ∫
∞
yydyf .                                                                  (10) 
In a sub-volume υ  of the Hohlraum in the spectral range ),( ννν d+  the number of modes 
νm  and the total energy of them are given, respectively, as 
3
28
c
ddZm νπνυνυ νν == ,      kTmmEmE ννηνν ηε === 0 ,                                               (11) 
hence the fluctuation (variance) of the energy can be brought to the form  
υνπνηε
ν
ν
ν
νν
2
2
32
22
0
2
8
E
d
c
m
EmE ==∆=∆ .                                                                                 (12) 
The expression on the right-hand-side of Eq. (12) is formally equivalent to the so-called wave-
like fluctuation of the energy of the black-body radiation in Einstein’s famous fluctuation 
formula [8]. Notice that in all the physical results expressed by Eqs. (9), (11) and (12) the 
energy scaling parameter 0ε  does not show up at all, it drops out from all the final formulae. 
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So, in all the above results only one universal parameter is present, namely the Boltzmann 
constant  k . 
3.The fractional part of the Gauss variable 
The fractional part )(][}{ yyyyz ψ≡−≡=  of a real variable ∞<≤ y0  is a strictly 
increasing function on the intervals )1,( +kk , where ,...2,1,0=k , so its inverse function 
...),2,1,0()()(1 =+=== − kkzzyzy kψ  is piece-wise continuously differentiable on this 
countable set of intervals. Hence the probability density function of the fractional part }{ης ≡  
of  the random variable η  of the exponential distribution )(yfη , Eq. (6), can be calculated by 
using the general formula  (see e. g. Ref. [27], p. 161)  
( )
( ) ∑∑∑
∞
=
−−∞
=
∞
= −
−
=++=′= 000 1
1 )()(
)(
)(
k
kz
kk kk
k ee
dz
kzdkzf
zf
zf ββη
η
ς βψψ
ψ
,                                                                          
}{ης ≡ ,   dzzfdzzzP )()( ςς =+<≤ ,  )1/()( ββς β −− −= eezf z ,  )10( <≤ z .                (14) 
The expectation value ς  determines the average energy of the fractional part, 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−−=≡→−−== ∫ 1)/exp( 1)/( 1111)( 0000
1
0 kTkT
E
e
zdzzf εεεςεβς ςβς .                        (15) 
Notice that the by now unknown energy scale parameter does not drop out. From Eqs. (7), (9) 
and (15) we receive the Planck factor if we substract the expectation value of the fractional 
part from the expectation value of the Gauss energy  
1
)( /
0
0 0 −=−=− kTeEE εςη
εςηε .                                                                                           (16) 
By multiplying with the spectral mode density νZ  we obtain Planck’s formula. 
1
8
1
8)(),( /3
2
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0
3
2
0 −=−=−= kThkT e
h
cec
EEZTu νεςην
νπνεπνν .                                                 (17) 
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The last equation of Eq. (17) comes from Wien’s displacement law, which states that the 
spectral energy density has to be of the form )/(),( 3 TFTu ννν = , with F  being a universal 
function. Accordingly, the energy parameter νε h=0  has to be proportional with the 
frequency, and the factor of proportionality has to be chosen Planck’s elementary quantum of 
action sec.10626.6 27 ergh −×=  (if one wishes to get agreement with the experimental data). 
Since Eq. (17) coincides with the measured spectrum of thermal radiation with an 
unprecedented accuracy, it is clear that the contribution of the fractional part ς  is not 
measured, so it is justified to call this part the “dark part” of the energy of the chaotic field. 
Henceforth we shall call ς  the dark variable. It is remarkable that, according to Eq. (15), for 
high temperatures or/and for small frequencies (more accurately, in the limit 
0)/( →= kThνβ ) the energy of the “dark part” approaches from below the zero-point 
energy, i. e. 2/νς hE → : 
)0/(
2
lim..,
2
1)(limlim
1
0
1
0
00
→==== ∫∫ →→ kThhEeidzzzfdzz ννς ςςββ ,                                (18) 
and for zero temperature it goes to zero ( 0→ςE  for 0→T ). The entropy of the dark part 
reads:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ }νννν ςηςηςηςηη
ββ
ςηςηςηςηη
ββςςς
hEEhEEhEEhEEkS
kek
ee
kkzfzdzfkS
/log//1log/1
log1log1)log(
1
1log
1
11)log1()(log)(
1
0
−−−−+−+−=
−−−−+−+−=
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
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⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−+−−=−= ∫
,     (19) 
( ) ( )[ ]nnnnkSS log1log1 −++−= ης ,   11/ −=−≡ kThen νςη .                                            (20) 
From the usual relation TES /1/ =∂∂  of thermodynamics (by taking into account that 
kTkkS // 0εβςς ==∂∂ ) we have 
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TESES /1// =∂∂=∂∂ ηηςς ,                                                                                                  (21) 
which means that the subsystem characterized byς  has the same temperature as η . The 
fluctuation of the “dark variable” contains both the bosonic particle-like term with “particle 
energy” νhn )12( −  and a wave term which has the same form as in Einstein’s fluctuation 
formula, 
νςςς ν MEEhnE /)12( 22 +−=∆  .                                                                                          (21a) 
Next we prove, that from our formalism not only the correct average energy, Eq. (16), but 
also the correct energy distribution (photon number distribution) of the radiation comes out.  
4. The Planck-Bose part of the chaotic field 
It is known that the exponential distribution (6) – as a special case of the gamma distribution – 
is an infinitely divisible distribution. A random variable η  is said to be infinitely divisible if 
for any natural number n , it can be decomposed into a sum of completely independent 
random variables having the same distribution: nηηηη +++= ...21 [27]. In this case the 
characteristic function (which is the Fourier transform of the probability density distribution) 
is also infinitely divisible [26], which means that the characteristic function of the sum is a 
product of the characteristic functions of the summands. The characteristic function of the 
exponential distribution reads 
1
0
1)()(
−∞
⋅⋅ ⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −==≡ ∫ βϕ ηηη iteydyfet tiyti  ,                                                                              (22) 
where the bracket denotes expectation value. It is clear that nn tt )]([)( ϕϕη = , where 
n
n itt
/1)/1()( −−= βϕ  are characteristic functions of the same gamma distributions with the 
parameter n/1  which is the common distribution of the variables nηηη ,...,, 21  :  
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)exp()]/1(/[)( 1)/1(/1 yynyf nnn ⋅−Γ= − ββ . However there exist another decomposition of the 
exponential distribution which we may already be suspected from the above analysis of its 
fractional part, Eq. (13), namely, η  can be uniquely decomposed into a sum of its fractional 
part and of its integer part. This can be best viewed by calculating first the characteristic 
function of }{ης = , which, according to Eq. (14) reads 
)/exp(,
1
11)()(
11
0
kTheb
b
beitezdzfet
it
tizti νβϕ
β
ζ
ς
ζ −=≡⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
−⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −==≡ −
−
⋅⋅ ∫ .                  (23) 
From Eqs. (22) and (23) we have 
)()()()(
1
1)( )( tteeett
be
bt tititiit ζξ
ςξςξ
ηζη ϕϕϕϕϕ ===⇒⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−
−= + ,                                 (24) 
where in the first factor we recognize the chatacteristic function of the Planck-Bose 
distribution [10]. This way we have found a discrete random variable ξ  whose distribution 
can be easily calculated on the basis of Eq. (24): 
tin
n
n
it
ti ebb
be
bet ⋅
∞
=
⋅ ∑−=⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −
−==
0
)1(
1
1)( ξξϕ ,                                                                         (25) 
that is 
n
n
n n
n
n
bbnPpnf ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
++=−==≡≡ 11
1)1()()( ξξ ,  1
1
/ −== kThen νξ  , 
kTheb /ν−= .         (26) 
In Eq. (26) n  denotes the mean photon occupation number which we have already formally 
introduced in the last equation of Eq. (20). According to Eqs.(13), (24) and (26) the total 
scaled energy η  of a chaotic mode of frequency ν  can be split into the sum 
}{][ ηηςξη +=+=  , i. e.   
[ ] { }( )νννςξννη hEhEhhhE //)( +=+== ,                                                                    (27) 
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where the discrete random variable ][ηξ =  follows the Planck-Bose distribution given in Eq. 
(26), and the dark part }{ης =  follows the (undivisible) distribution of finite support given by 
Eq. (14). Henceforth we shall call ξ  Planck variable. 
According to Eq. (26) the average energy of the Planck-Bose part equals nhhE νξνξ == , 
from which Planck’ law of black-body radiation follows: 
1
8),( /3
2
−⋅===⇒=−== kThe
h
c
nhZEZTunhEEhE ννξνςηξ
νπννννξν .                     (28)             
The entropy ξS  of the Planck-Bose distribution can be calculated with the help of 
Boltzmann’s expression by taking Eq. (26) into account, 
]log)1log()1[(log
0
nnnnkppkS
n
nn −++=−= ∑∞
=
ξ .                                                             (29) 
It can be checked that TkS // 0εβξξ ==∂∂ , i. e., with Eq. (21) we have 
TESESES /1/// =∂∂=∂∂=∂∂ ξξηηςς ,                                                                               (30) 
which means that the Planck-Bose part is in thermal equilibrium with the dark part.The 
fluctuation formula for a system of oscillators was derived by Laue by using the Planck-Bose 
distribution Eq. (4). By a simple calculation we obtain  
                             22 2nnn +=  ,    hence   2222 nnnnn +=−=∆  , 
     ννννν νν MEEhnhME /)( 2222 +=∆=∆ , where   nhME ⋅= ννν                                   (11) 
If we identify Mν  with the degrees of freedom of the radiation field (with the number of 
modes) then the physical content of Eq. (11) is the same as that of Einstein’s formula.  
At the beginning of this section we saw that the Gauss variable η  is infinitely divisible. Since 
one of the components of η , namely the dark variable ς  is undecomposable (in an other 
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word, irreducibile) because it has a finite support, the other component ξ , the Planck variable 
has to be infinitely divisible. In the followings we are going to study this question. 
 
 
5. The infinite divisibility of the Planck variable 
In the present section we prove that the integer part ][ηξ =  of the scaled energy of the 
chaotic field, the Planck variable can be decomposed into an infinite sum of binary random 
variables, which correspond to “fermion photo-molecules” (we will simply call them “binary 
photons”) containing ...,8,4,2,12 =s  single photon energies, where ...,3,2,1,0=s  . We 
have received a hint for this decomposition from the books by Székely [24] and Lukács [25]. 
At this point we note that a detailed general analysis can be found on the infinitely divisible 
random varables in the book by Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [26]. 
 With the help of the algebraic identity 
1222 1)1(...)1)(1)(1(
+−=+⋅⋅++− ss zzzzz  we 
have the following absolutely convergent infinite product representation of )1/(1 z−  
)1(
1
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0
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+=− s
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z
z
     )1||( <z  .                                                                                          (31) 
By using Eq. (31), the characteristic function of the Planck-Bose distribution of the random 
variable ξ , Eq. (25), can be expanded into the infinite product of characteristic functions 
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that is 
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,  )/exp( kThb ν−= .                   (33) 
From Eqs. (25) and (33) we obtain 
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⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= )()()()(
10
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ϕϕϕϕξ ,  or    tuuuiti seet ⋅+++⋅ == ...)...( 10)( ξξϕ  ,                              (34) 
where 
n
tinn
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u b
ebet s
s +
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⋅
1
1)(ϕ ,     ))/exp(( kThb ν−= ,   )2( sn ≡ .                                          (35) 
Hence, by a proper choice of the sample (event) space, the random variable ξ  can be 
decomposed into an infinite sum of completely independent variables ,...}2,1,0;{ =sus  
......210 +++++= suuuuξ  ,                                                                                                 (36) 
which have the binary distributions 
s
b
uPsp s 20 1
1)0()( +=== ,     s
s
b
buPsp ss 2
2
1 1
)2()( +===     ,...)2,1,0( =s .                   (37) 
One can easily check that the characteristic function of these variables are really the factors of 
the product Eq. (34) given by Eq. (35). The probabilities in Eq. (37) can be written out in 
detail as 
)2)(;()2(),0)(;()0( ssss
s
sssss AuAPuPAuAPuP =≡==≡= ,                                     (38) 
where sA  denotes the event that the s-th binary component is occupied by one excitation with 
energy νhs2 , and ss AIA −=  denotes the complementary event, i.e. that event when the s-th 
binary component is not occupied. In short, Eq. (38) can be expressed as 
s
s
s
b
bAP
b
AP ss 2
2
2 1
)(,
1
1)( +=+= .                                                                                       (39) 
In this description the excitation events form a σ - algebra in Kolmogorov sense (see for 
instance the books by Rényi [27] and Feller [28]. If the original bosonic random variable ξ  
takes the value nBn =)(ξ , then this circumstance corresponds to the event nB , that is, the 
particular mode of the black-body radiation is excited exactly to the n-th level of energy νnh . 
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Since any integer number n can be expanded into a sum of powers of 2 (this is called the 
dyadic expansion), the bosonic excitations can be uniquely expressed in terms of the binary 
excitations. For example, if exactly 3210 212020219 ⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=  photons are excited in the 
mode, then this event is expressed as the following product 
......5432109 sAAAAAAAB =  .                                                                                                (40) 
By using Eq. (39), the probability of the event 9B  equals 
922
030
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32109
)1()1(
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30
bbbbb
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APAPAPAPAPAPAPBP
s
s
s
s
−=−=
== ∏∏ ∞
=
∞
= ,                               (41) 
in complete accord with the original Planck-Bose distribution, Eq. (26). As another example, 
let us consider the event ......)( 542130 sAAAAAAA + , which means the non-exlusive 
alternative that either the 0-th or the 3-rd multiplet components or both of them are excited, 
and all the other components (s = 1, 2, 4, 5, …) are  unoccupied at the same time. By using 
the rules of the usual Boole algebra of events we obtain 
819
543210543210543210
543210543210
543210543210542130
..................
............
..................)(
BBB
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
sss
ss
sss
++=
++=
++
+=+
.                (42) 
From Eq. (39) the corresponding probability can simply be calculated 
)())(1(...)...)(( 981
98
542130 BBBPbbbbAAAAAAAP s ++=++−=+ .                             (43) 
The result, Eq. (43) can also be obtained directly from the original Planck-Bose distribution, 
Eq. (26), by assuming that the different photon excitations correspond to completely 
independent events in the present case, i. e. 
))(1()()()()( 98981981 bbbbBPBPBPBBBP ++−=++=++ .                                         (44) 
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In the standard description on the basis of quantized modes, Eq. (44) can be expressed with 
the help of the photon number projectors as 
( )[ ]981981 )( Π+Π+Π=++ ρTrBBBP ,       nnn ≡Π ,                                                   (45) 
where ρ  denotes the density operator of the thermal mode: 
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= +=−= ∑∑ρ ,      )/exp( kThb ν−= .                                     (46) 
From Eq. (45) it is clear that the mutually orthogonal projectors nΠ  represent the mutually 
independent events nB . We note that for the compactness of our formulae, we will henceforth 
sometime use the notation sn 2≡ . The expectation value of su  is easily determined from 
Eq. (37) 
)1log(
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∂=+=⋅+⋅= ,     )2(
sn ≡ .                                     (47) 
According to Eq. (36), the sum of these expectation values, of course, is equal to ξ  ( given in 
Eq. (3.5) ), which can be shown by direct calculation by using Eq. (47), 
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The expectation value of the energy of the s-th fermion multiplet is 
s
s
s
s
ss nhkTh
huhE νννν 21)/2exp(
12 =+== ,     1)/2exp(
1
+= kThn ss ν  .                  (49) 
According to Eq. (49), the fermion multiplet gases have zero chemical potential. Their 
entropies are all binary entropies, which read 
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where the probabilities have been given in Eq. (37), and sE  and sn  are defined in Eq. (49). It 
is useful to have still another form of the entropies, which can be easily summed up, 
⎥⎦
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⎛
+−= bb
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b
kS n
n
ns log11
1log ,  )2( sn ≡ , ))/exp(( kThb ν−= .                              (51) 
From Eqs. (50) and (51) it can be proved that the thermodynamic relation 
TdEdS ss /1/ =                                                                                                                        (52) 
is satisfied as an identity for all s-values. The sum of the entropies of the fermion multiplets is 
exactly equal to the entropy of the Planck-Bose distribution. 
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i. e. 
∑∞
=
=
0s
sSS .                                                                                                                               (54) 
Eq. (54) means that the fermion components are thermodynamically independent.   
 The second expression in Eq. (52) for the entropy )( ss ES  can also be derived on the 
basis of Planck’s general definition of entropy [19] in the following way. Let us distribute the 
P   fermion excitations of energy νε hss 2=   among )/8( 32 cdVM νπν=  modes in the 
volume V  and in the frequency interval ),( ννν d+ . This is just the number of combinations 
when we distribute P   undistingvishable object into M  places, namely )!(!/! PMPM − . The 
total energy is assumed to consist of P  elementary excitations, that is, ss PME ε= . By using 
Stirling’s formula MeMM )/(!≈ , the entropy of one mode can be expressed as 
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which coincides with the second expression of Eq. (50). From (55) and from the 
thermodynamic relation TdEdS ss /1/ =  we obtain, of course the averaged energy.  
When we calculate the complete fluctuation of the original (bosonic)  field, this turns 
out to be an infinite sum of  fermion-type fluctuations of the binary photons,  
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ξ .                                                                          (55a) 
The Fermi distribution Eq. (49) can also be obtained by using the reaction kinetic 
considerations due to Ornstein and Kramers [18]. Let us consider four modes 21 , MM ′′  and  
21 , MM ′′′′  among the set of M  modes in the frequency interval ),( ννν d+ . Assume that the 
first two modes are excited by the fermion photo-multiplets 21 , ss ′′  , and – due to the (at the 
moment not specified) interaction with a small black body (“Planck’s Kohlenstäubchen”, a 
small carbon particle) – they give their energy through an other pair of excitations 21 , ss ′′′′  
occupying the other two modes 21 , MM ′′′′ . Because of the dynamical equlibrium, the reversed 
process can also take part with the same probability per unit time. The rate of these processes   
)1()1()()( 2121 ssss nnnnwR ′′′′′′ −⋅−⋅⋅→=→ ,                                                                             (56) 
)1()1()()( 2121 ssss nnnnwR ′′′′′′ −⋅−⋅⋅←=← ,                                                                             (57) 
where, of course, we require the energy conservation 
2121 ssss ′′′′′′ +=+ εεεε  to be satisfied. In 
dynamical equlibrium the two rates Eq. (56) and (57) must be equal, moreover we assume that 
the transition probabilities of the “direct” and the reversed processes are equal, 
)()(),()( ←=→←=→ wwRR .                                                                                             (59) 
Then, by introducing the quantities 
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s
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s n
nq −≡ 1  ,                                                                                                                           (60) 
from Eqs. (59-60) we obtain 
2121 ssss
qqqq ′′′′′′ = .                                                                                                                        (61) 
Equation (61) can be satisfied for all 2121 ,,, ssss ′′′′′′ – satisfying the subsidiary condition 
2121 ssss ′′′′′′ +=+ εεεε  – when we choose the only reasonable solution characterized by the  two 
parameters α  and β . With  0=α  and kT/1=β , Eq. (49) can be recovered, 
1
1
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−−
kTss s
s
e
neq ε
βεα .                                                                                              (62) 
6. Summary 
In the present paper we have first given in the introduction a short summary on the early 
theories on the black-body radiation and quantum statistics, and presented our motivation to 
study this subject today. We have quoted the original literature on purpose in order to provide 
the interested reader with the references where original thougths on the concept of quanta first 
appeared. In Section 2 we have introduced our basic notations and the main approach of our 
paper based on classical probability theory. For completeness we have outlined the derivation 
of the chaotic (Gauss) distribution from the central limit theorem for one mode of the black-
body radiation and proved the energy equipartition theorem and the Rayleigh-Jeans law. We 
have also derived the wave-like fluctuation term of the energy of the chaotic field in a sub-
volume of a cavity. In Section 3 the construction of the fractional part of the Gauss variable 
has been carried out. We call the random variable so obtained, the “dark variable” which is 
already an undecomposable (irreducible) random variable of finite support. We have seen that 
the average energy of the “dark part” approaches from below the zero-point energy as we let 
the absolut temperature going to infinity.  In Section 4 we have derived the well-known 
Planck-Bose distribution of  the Planck variable which has been proved to be the integer part 
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of the Gauss variable. Here we have also proved that the dark part and the Planck part are 
thermodynamically independent, since their entropy simply add to yield the entropy of the 
Gauss variable belonging to one spectral component of the chaotic field.  In Section 5 it has 
been shown that the Planck-Bose distribution is infinitely divisible, and the Planck variable 
can be decomposed into an infinite sum of independent binary random variables representing 
the “binary photons”. These binary photons follow the Fermi statistics, which has been derive 
in two other different ways, too. It has been proved that each spectral components of the 
black-body radiation can be viewed as a mixture of thermodynamically independent fermion 
gases consisting of binary photons. In this way we have presented a unique irreducible 
decomposition of the Gauss variable into a sum of one dark variable and the infinite assembly 
of binary variables. In this section we have also considered a simple example to illustrate the 
dyadic expansion of ordinary photon excitations in terms of the binary photon excitations. We 
note that the above analysis may give a hint to consider quantum events in some cases as 
“ordinary events” in the Kolmogorov sense. Of course, we have not been able to discuss 
interference of events in terms of classical random variables. We have merely applied the σ -
algebra for the events appearing at the act of measurement (when the projection onto a photon 
number state happens). Hence our analysis is limited to describe incoherent excitations which 
is, on the other hand, just relevant in the case of black-body radiation. At this point let us 
mention that there has been an extensive study developing on the quantum Gauss distributions 
which has been rececently discussed in details for instance by Wolf et al. [30]. These Gauss 
distributions are in fact Wigner functions with a Hilbert space backgroun of quantum states. 
Nevertheless, as we have seen in Section 5 , the quantum excitations discussed by us can be 
represented by a classical σ -algebra yielding the same results as the application of  the usual 
quantum projectors.  
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